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By Emily Hoferer
Managing Editor
For a third straight semester,
there are no concrete plans for a
Student Activities Council-sponsored concert on Xavier’s campus,
according to a statement by SGA
Administrative Vice President
Josh Badall and SAC Special
Events Chair Jessica Kelly.
“There are several SACers
who are continuously working on
booking a concert for the 200809 school year,” said Badall and
Kelly. “Currently nothing is definitive and therefore we do not
want to relay false information to
the students.”
This news announcement
comes on the heels of a concertless 2007-08 school year.
Last year, SAC decided to roll
over its budget for fall and spring
concerts to this school year, in the
hopes of booking a sizeable act.
SAC books their concerts
through a middle agent, who acts
on the part of SAC when negotiating with the agents of artists.
The student governments of
other universities in the region
book concerts in a similar way.
While the University of Dayton
does not host a large concert,
claiming a lack of a proper facility, an amphitheater in their student village hosts smaller acts for
a small price.
They also have an event called
“Barn Jam,” an outdoor event at a

Graphic by John LaFollette

Against a backdrop of proven headliners, it is still unclear who, if anyone, will perform at Xavier this fall. Past acts include, clockwise from top left, Bob Dylan
(Nov., 2001), O.A.R. (Oct., 2003), Talib Kweli (Oct., 2004), Ben Folds (Feb., 2005), Jason Mraz (Oct., 2005), Guster (April, 2006) and Trey Anastasio (Oct., 2006).

professor’s house where local acts
play and students camp at the site;
like Woodstock, only at Dayton.
This year, UD is hoping to
team up with the National College
Album Tour, which hosts acts
like Akon and O.A.R. They help
universities book big acts for a
cheaper price and promote sustainability issues.
Similarly, at Purdue the middle
agent works directly with a student who is the concert chair for
the big concert they host every
year in the spring.
In the past, Purdue has hosted
acts such as the Roots, Switchfoot

and Hoobastank. They have not
yet booked their spring concert,
which is free for students.
Two or three other acts are
brought to the university through
their Convocation Department,
according to Mallory Shaus, who is
on Purdue’s student government.
Those acts are usually not free
and not affiliated with student
government.
At Creighton, they save their
big act for the fall and smaller acts
for the spring.
Like Xavier, Creighton has
not finalized their act for the fall,
but in the past they have brought

Jimmy Eat World and Jurassic 5.
This concert, and the smaller
one in the spring, which featured
The Spill Canvas last year, are also
free to students.
Creighton uses surveys to find
out what genre of music students
like, according to Jenna Vercillo,
the vice president of student programming for Creighton’s student
union.
Another university that has
begun using surveys is Butler
University.
“We have started doing surveys
in order to evaluate the specific
music tastes of the students,” said

Alisha Cahue, who serves on the
program board for Butler’s SGA.
“We take those results into account as much as we can, but we
have to go with whatever acts we
feel would appeal to the most
students...”
Butler brings two big acts a
year.
Past artists have included OK
Go, Common, Sister Hazel, Ben
Folds, The Fray and O.A.R.
Butler has also not finalized its
concert for the fall semester.
SGA did not say when they
would announce a decision on this
fall’s concert.

Demolition Begins on Ledgewood
Photo courtesy of Greg Rust

The demolition of houses on
Ledgewood Avenue began on
the morning of Sept. 8. Crews
made quick work of the buildings, which included former
residences.
At left, a backhoe breaks
through the house at 3930
Ledgewood, while a worker
contains dust by spraying the
debris with a fire hose.
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Professors’ lawsuit lingers in discovery phase
Xavier Newswire

September 10, 2008

By Kathryn Rosenbaum
News Editor
Dr. Miriam Finch and Dr.
Tara Michels, professors in
the Communication Arts department, filed a lawsuit last
December against Academic
Vice President and Provost
Dr. Roger Fortin, Dean of the
William’s College of Business
Dr. Ali Malekzadeh, Dean of
the Communication Arts depart-

ment Dr. Indra de Silva and associate professor William Hagerty.
Finch and Michels alleged that
de Silva discriminated against
them because they were women.
The initial court document filed
on December 3, 2007, claimed
that, “Professor de Silva marginalized and discriminated against
plaintiffs by changing their teaching assignments, often without
notice, by ignoring their positions

Plaintiffs’ Requests
and Xavier’s Responses

Plantiffs’ Requests:

Xavier’s Response:

All documents, written and
electronic, submitted, given
or transferred to the Xavier
Faculty Hearing Committee
concerning the discharge of
Finch and Michels.

Xavier has given 1,500 pages
that were submitted to the
FHC before the FHC decided
that both plaintiffs should be
terminated from their tenured
positions.

Any and all complaints or allegations of misconduct regarding Dr. Norman Finkelstein,
Dr. Ernest Fontana, Dr. Ali
Malekzadeh, Dr. Roger Fortin,
Dr. Indra de Silva, Dr.Thomas
Wagner, Dr. Miriam Finch, Dr.
Randy Patnode and Dr. Tara
Michels.

These requests are vague
and overly broad for individuals, including some who are
not related to the case, especially Finkelstein and Fontana. The request is worded
too broadly and vaguely.

Minutes and recordings taken
during the promotion committee deliberations for Dr. Chris
Manolis, from the Marketing
Department and Dr. Edmund
Cueva from the Classics
Department.

Xavier says the minutes and
records of faculty promotion
committees for male employees in other departments
or in other colleges are not
relevant and cannot be used
as comparable evidence.

Student evaluation forms or
assessments for Dr. Thomas
Wagner, Dr. Indra de Silva,
Jennifer Tighe, William Hagerty and Bill Daly since January
1, 2003.

Finch’s and Michels’ dismissals were the result of interactions with co-workers, not
because of classroom performance. Other professors’
evaluations aren’t relevant.

-Paid Advertisement-

on department governance matters, by belittling them personally
and by making defamatory statements about them in meetings.”
Dr. Fortin formed a committee in October 2007 to review the
turmoil in the Communications
Department. This committee
was comprised of Malekzadeh,
Chair of the Department of
Occupational Therapy Carol
Scheerer and Chair of the
Deparment of Occupational
Theraphy at Northern Kentucky
University Debra Pearce.
The committee reported on
November 6, 2007 that they found
no evidence of gender discrimination and that the “quality of the
education of Xavier University’s
students is being negatively affected by these conflicts.”
Therefore, the committee
recommended that Finch and
Michels should be dismissed for
“grave irresponsibility in discharging university obligations.”
Then, a Faculty Hearing
Committee met in January regarding the dismissals of Finch and
Michels. An Aug. 28, 2008, document said that the FHC unanimously decided that both plaintiffs should be terminated from
their tenured positions.
Since the initial case was filed
in December, the case is now currently in the discovery stage.
The plaintiffs, Finch and
Michels, have requested documents from Xavier University to
present their case that they were
discriminated against and that
promotion hearings for other faculty members were held differently than for Finch and Michels.
These requests include all documents related to the Xavier Faculty
Hearing Committee, complaints
or allegations of misconduct and
student evaluation forms.
They have also requested ap-

Timeline of Events

2003: Dr. de Silva
joined Xavier as department as Department Chair. Discord
among communication department
reportedly begins.

October 2007: Roger
Fortin (below) creates a
committee to review the
Communication Department.

November 6,
2007: Faculty
committee recommends that
Finch(right)
and Michels be
dismissed.
December
2007-present:
Case is developing in court. It
is currently in
the discovery
stage. Plaintiffs
are asking for
documents about
hearings, student
evaluation forms
and personal
calenders from
Malekzadeh
(right), Fortin,
de Silva, among
others.
pointment books, itineraries and
diaries from certain Xavier employees and those on the dismissal
committee and reports on the
economic status of male and female faculty at Xavier.
According to an Aug. 28 document filed by Xavier’s lawyers,
Xavier has provided the plaintiffs “with approximately 1,700 to
2,000 pages worth of materials,
documents and exhibits that may
be relevant” to this case.
The documents said that Xavier
objects to some requests because
the plaintiffs request “detailed,

December 3,
2007: Finch and
Michels file lawsuit
against Xavier
University.
January 2008:
Faculty Hearing Committee
decides plaintiffs should
be terminated
from tenured
positions.

private and personal information
regarding the personnel records,
promotion records and employment histories of their parties that
are unrelated to this litigation.”
Finch and Michel’s lawyers
have requested that the discovery deadline be extended from
November 3 to January 6, 2009.
so that depositions can be taken
and the plaintiffs can receive more
documentary evidence.
Currently, the trial, which is
presided over by Judge Steven
Martin, is scheduled to begin on
November 17, 2008.

-Paid AdvertisementCorrection:
The food review on
page 12 of the September
3 issue of the Newswire contained an error.
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The coffee served in
the James E. Hoff Dining
Hall is certified fair trade
coffee.
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Thursday, OcT. 2, 2008
7:00 p.m.
schiff cOnference
and banqueT cenTer
aT The cinTas cenTer

cOmplimenTary TickeTs are required.
free tickets are available to students with Xu id at the cintas
ticket window weekdays from 9:00 a.m.-5:00 p.m.
a ticket request form is available for the general public
at www.xavier.edu/ers/lecture.

eThics/religiOn and sOcieTy lecTure series
cO-spOnsOred by The brueggeman cenTer fOr dialOgue
and The cincinnaTi ZOO and bOTanical garden.
For more information, contact
Kathleen Smythe at 513-745-3279
or Elizabeth Groppe at 513-745-3734.

www.hoxworth.org/xavier

The Newswire staff apologizes for this oversight.

Donate Blood Tuesday, September 16th - Friday, September 19th
All donors get a FREE Xavier T-shirt

Want to write for the award-winning Xavier
Newswire but couldn’t find our table
since we weren’t on the map for Club
Day?
Email Newswire@xavier.edu.
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Beaupré takes on the DNC
Xavier Newswire

Xavier’s PPP professor attends the Democratic National Convention

photo courtesy of demconvention.com

Professor Beaupré was one of the 84,000 people in attendance at Barack Obama’s acceptance speech in Denver, Colo.

By Sarah Weiten
Copy Editor
Though Dr. Gene Beaupré has
been working in the political arena
for over 30 years, he has never had
an opportunity like the one he received this fall: the opportunity to
attend the Democratic National
Convention in Denver, Colo.
from Tuesday, Aug. 26 through
Thursday, Aug. 28.
Beaupré was offered tickets
from an unnamed associate at
the last moment and flew out to
Denver on Tuesday immediately
after teaching a class.
With the tickets he obtained,
he was permitted to go anywhere
except the places where the del-

egates were seated.
Beaupré and his party were
shown around by Damon Jones,
a recent Xavier grad.
Jones originally worked for
Procter and Gamble, but recently
took his career in a different direction and became the Director for
Media Relations for the DNC.
This much access was exciting and a bit overwhelming for
Beaupré.
He jokes about his perspective
on the large crowd.
“It is difficult to remain objective in a situation like this,” said
Beaupré. “It’s hard to tell if the
audience is applauding because of
the quality of the speaking or sim-

ply because they had the opportunity to when the speaker stopped
to breathe.”
Beaupré also remarked that it’s
a completely different feeling than
what you see on TV.
The TV coverage is smooth
and controlled thus creating the
idea that political functions are
dry and without excitement.
Beaupré had the impression of
the Democratic party as united,
despite media depiction of the
division between the Obama and
the Clinton campaigns.
As far as which politician was
the best speaker, Beaupré said
that Senator Obama had “great
delivery and great content” and

that “Hillary did what a statesman
does” in being supportive of her
party’s candidate.
That said, Beaupré insisted
that the best speaker was former
President Bill Clinton: “The way
he can hold a room…amazing.”
He compared Clinton’s form
of speech to that of Cincinnati
native Jerry Springer, who was
a politician before he was a talk
show host.
Beaupré reported that though
he was sometimes bored with the
repetitiveness of the message, it
was interesting to hear each speaker’s unique way of presenting it
“Yes, you know what they are
going to say but…it’s kinda like
watching a football game as a
coach; you know all the plays, how
things are going to turn out, but
it’s still enjoyable to watch them
play out.”
For example, Bill Richardson
addressed the crowd in Spanish
for part of his speech, to demonstrate the Hispanic support for the
Democratic choice for president.
Also, a significant amount of
admirals and generals were present and vocal to express the idea
that there is military support for
the Obama campaign.
While in Denver, Dr. Beaupré
also attended a series of seminars
hosted by the National Journal,
which included a discussion with
Chris Mathews, host of the TV
show “Hardball.”
“It was such a wonderful discussion, like sitting in a campaign
strategy room,” said Beaupré. “I
wish I could recreate the experience for my students.”
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Police
Notes
Sept. 6, 5:33 p.m.—Campus
Police and the Cincinnati Fire
Department responded to a fire
alarm in the Commons. Food
burning in a first floor apartment activated the alarm. The
system was reset.
Sept. 6, 11:40 p.m.—While
investigating a report of trouble
in the C-1 lot, a student obstructed the investigation of
another by being belligerent and
argumentative and was cited for
disorderly conduct and driving
under license suspension.
Sept. 6, 11:54 p.m.—Per
mutual aid request by Norwood
Police, Campus Police responded to a loud party/noise complaint in the 4000 block of
Huston Ave. Students were not
cooperating and shutting the
door on officers. Six students
were arrested for underage consumption and running/operating a disorderly house.

Note of the

Week
Sept. 6, 11:07 p.m.—
Per mutual aid request by
Norwood Police, Campus
Police responded to a
large student party in the
1700 block of Cleneay
Ave. Approximately 200
people were in attendance. Three students
were arrested for operating a disorderly house.

The Calendar

A brief look at events for the week of September 10-16, 2008

Wednesday
September 10

Thursday

September 11

Saturday

September 13

12:30 p.m. - Cintas Center Athletic Department Faculty Appreciation Luncheon
3:30 p.m. - Women’s Center Women’s Center Coffee Hour
8:15 p.m. - Linder Hall Observatory Stargazing
4:30 p.m. - Armory Boxing Club Meeting
7:30 p.m. - GSC Women’s Club Lacrosse Meeting
8 p.m. - Xavier greenspace 9/11 Memorial

12 p.m. - Cincinnati Zoo XU at the Zoo

Sunday

10 a.m. - Cincinnati Museum Center Freedom’s Sisters Exhibit

Monday

5 p.m. - GSC “The Office” Marathon

September 14

September 15

Tuesday

September 16

7 p.m. - Schiff Conference Center A Latin American View on Migrants and Immigration Reform

7 p.m. - GSC Room 214 Emerging Leaders Meeting
8 p.m. - GSC Theater Stomp the Yard!
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Students can vote in Ohio,
register in Hamilton County
By Meghan Berneking
Asst. Campus News Editor

As the 2008 Presidential
Election draws near, the time has
come for voters to be thinking
about whose name they will check
at the polls.
The general election will
take place Tuesday, Nov. 4. In
Hamilton County, the polls open
at 6:30 a.m. and close at 7:30 p.m.
Citizens must register to vote
prior to Election Day to be eligible to vote in that election.
In order to register, voters must
be a United States citizen and at
least 18 years or older by Election
Day.
A voter must be an Ohio resident for at least 30 days before the
election.
They must also be a resident of
Hamilton County and the voting
precinct.
The last day to register is
Monday, October 6.
Voter registration forms can
be picked up at several locations
including the Hamilton County
Board of Elections office, Bureau
of Motor Vehicles locations,
public libraries and public high
schools.
A printable version is also available on the Board of Elections
website. Completed forms are
to be returned to the Board of
Elections office or the Ohio
Secretary of State’s office in person or by mail. Mailed forms
must be postmarked 30 days before an election to be valid for that

photo courtesy of theliberaloc.com

Many Xavier students are planning to register to vote as Ohio residents this fall.

election.
After registering, voters receive
a registration card from the Board
of Elections with the name of his
or her precinct and the address of
his or her polling place.
One must vote at least once
every four years and notify the
Board of Elections in writing of
any change of name or address to
remain registered.
One can call the Hamilton
County Board of Elections at
(513) 632-7000 for more information regarding registration.
Students may register and vote

photo courtesy of hamilton-co.org

Students living on campus can register to vote in Hamilton County.

either in their home counties or in
their county of residence while attending school.
For students opting to vote in
a county other than Hamilton,
or if they have reason to believe
they will be unable to vote at their
own polling location during election hours, absentee ballots are
available.
Any registered voter in Ohio
can request an absentee ballot
either on the Board of Elections
website or in writing.
The ballots should be mailed to
the indicated address and must be
returned to the Board of Elections
by 7:30 p.m. on Election Day.
For students wishing to gain
election experience, as well as
some extra cash, the Board of
Election hires paid poll workers.
Workers must be registered
to vote in Hamilton County, and
work both the Monday evening
before the election as well as
Election Day.
For information on registration, absentee ballots, poll workers, candidates, issues, or to find
out if you are registered to vote
in Hamilton County, visit the
Hamilton County Board of
Elections website at www.hamilton.co.org/BOE.
If you are interested in voting
outside of Hamilton County, visit
that county’s Board of Elections
or the League of Women
Voters at http://www.lwv.org/
Election2008/index.html.

Xavier Newswire

New Hall Director calls
Xavier’s campus “home”

By AMY WINDHORST
Campus News Editor
First year residents living in
Brockman hall might not realize
that they aren’t the only new people on campus.
Brockman’s
newest
Hall
Director, Fay Coleman, is among
the fresh faces at Xavier University
this semester.
For her part, Coleman has little
other than praise for her role here
at Xavier.
“I felt at home when I first
came to Xavier,” says Coleman.
“The campus is beautiful, the
students are so welcoming, and
there is such a positive energy here
that I have not experienced at any
other college or university.”
Not so fast, first-years—just
because Coleman is new to campus doesn’t mean you can treat
her like the substitute teacher.
Before coming to Xavier, Fay
had plenty of experience dealing
with campus/resident life.
While
working
towards
her Master’s degree in Higher
Education
Administration,
Coleman served as a Hall Director
on the University of South
Carolina’s campus.
This begs the question: what
brought Fay to Xavier?
“My brother graduated from
Xavier a few years ago and had
nothing but great things to say
about the community here,” says
Coleman.
In her job search, Coleman
knew she wanted to be part of a
university environment.
She was also specific about the
kind of school in which she wanted to serve.
“I knew I wanted to work at a
school that valued the same things
I do,” she says.
Xavier turned out to be a perfect fit.
“When I came to visit the campus, it instantly felt like home and
I have loved the XU Community
ever since!” Coleman says.
Besides luring students into her
office with an always-stocked candy jar, Coleman has a variety of
responsibilities on campus.
Her job also involves serving
as a University Discipline Officer,
participating in RA training, selection and recruitment, working with
Physical Plant staff and keeping
in touch with Brockman’s resident
Jesuit, Father Kent Beausoleil.
Not to mention, there are the
first year students to deal with.

“I enjoy the energy that the
new students bring to Brockman
and to Xavier University,” says
Coleman.
Returning students may recall
last fall, when first year students
brought far more than energy to
Brockman hall.
After students’ first month
on campus in September 2007,
Brockman’s residents had already accrued $2,000 in fines and
damages.
Time will tell if Brockman’s
current residents will become as
rowdy as their predecessors.
While there have been occasional behavioral problems this
fall in the first year hall, question still stands as to whether

photo courtesy Fay Coleman

Fay Coleman directs Brockman Hall

or not the behavior is anything
out-of-the-ordinary.
Coleman was not available to
comment on Brockman’s current
disciplinary approach, though she
clearly seems to wish the best for
her students in the building.
“My goal at XU is to help students achieve their own goals, and
the community here at Xavier allows students to get involved and
make the most out of their experience,” she says.
“I’ve had nothing but great
experiences since I have stepped
onto this campus.”
For now, Coleman is looking
ahead to a bright future after two
months of success at Xavier.
She urges students to drop in
her office, say “hello” and perhaps even grab a piece of candy
on their way out.

Classifieds

For classified orders and information, call James Cave at 513-745-3561 or email him at Newswire-Classifieds@xavier.edu

Help Wanted
Nanny needed for Indian Hill
family. Ages 16 to 8. Afternoon/
evenings flexible schedule
References. Contact:
mckenna4girls@yahoo.com

Looking for a nanny to care for
child under 1-year in our home
in Hyde Park 4-5 days per
week. Hours to be discussed.
Will need to provide own transportation. Personal and professional references required.
Please call (513-460-0059) or
email (jdv@rawdonmyers.com)
if interested.

HELP ELECT OBAMA!
Work
with
MoveOn.org
Political Action and Grassroots
Campaigns, Inc. to register
voters in Cincinnati. Positions
available immediately! Call
(513) 432 – 4388
Ask for Natalie.

Seeking Responsible College
Students for Child Care
Periodic childcare needed for
8-year-old boy during weekends
and weeknights. $10/hr. Must
provide own transportation to
and from Amberly Village, 10
minutes from campus. Contact
b e t h a g i n @ c i n c i . r r. c o m ,
351-9949

Paid Advertisements
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HOW DOES UP TO

150

$

*

STACK UP FOR YOU?
You’re a student. You need a checking account. You definitely need extra cash.
How you stack it up is all up to you.
Open new student checking account – get $50
Come in, sign up and get $50. Kind of like a signing bonus.
Use your ATM/debit card – get $50
You have to buy stuff, right? After your first ATM/debit card usage,
we’ll credit you with an additional $50.
Keep account open for one year – get $50
That’s right. All you have to do is keep your account open and
reap the benefits in a short 12 months.

It all adds up to $150!
We’ll even add a free T-shirt to the stack!
See below for additional information concerning bonuses.*

To find the branch nearest you, visit wesbanco.com or call 1-888-654-5300.
#ARTHAGE    s &INNEYTOWN    s (ARRISON   
-ONFORT (EIGHTS    s -ONTGOMERY    s 3T "ERNARD    s 7ESTERN (ILLS   
*Bonus for opening an account: A minimum deposit of $1 must be made to open an account and receive the $50 and T-shirt bonus. $50 Bonus will be credited to account 28 days after account is opened. T-shirt will be given at account opening. Customer must
sign up for a debit card and estatement to receive account opening bonus. Customers with a current checking account, or who transfer funds from an existing WesBanco deposit account, are not eligible for bonuses for opening a new checking account. One
year bonus: Twelve months after an account has remained open, a $50 bonus will be credited. ATM/Debit card use: Customer must use debit card to make a purchase or at an ATM within 90 days of account opening to earn bonus. All bonuses are subject
to change without notice and limited to one per customer. WesBanco Bank, Inc. is a member FDIC.
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EDITORIAL | FALL CONCERT

SAC should have a backup plan
Fall is fast approaching, and, as of yet, the Student Activities Council
has not booked an artist to put on a concert.
Before we start writing chapter three of the book on failed SAC
concert attempts, we should point out that Creighton and Butler, two
colleges who have consistently booked fall concerts, have not finalized
their artists for this coming season either.
So there’s hope.
We understand that booking a concert is a long, tedious and risky
process, because most of the artists SAC would try to book are in high
demand.
And so while we can cut SAC some slack, we at the Newswire think
that SAC should consider a back-up plan or two, just to avoid a debacle
like last year’s.
A suggestion we’d offer is to have a student concert. There are
bound to be numerous student bands, all of whom don’t really have the
opportunity to play for their fellow students.
Last semester, Debunkify put on a Battle of the Bands which, though
it might not have been an enormous success, may have provided a spark
for an outlet which has yet to be opened on campus.
Give student bands a little more notice, wide publicity of the event,
and SAC would have the potential for a pretty successful concert.
By no means should SAC spend its entire accumulated concert
budget on a Battle of the Bands, but it wouldn’t hurt to put some money
towards that. This would end the concert-draught as well as give student
performers an opportunity to showcase their talents.

EDITORIAL | 9/11 MEMORIAL

Exploitation honors no one

It’s that time of year again.
It’s not the first winds of fall, although there’s definitely something
chilly in the air.
It’s not the memories of our first weeks of school, although our
memories have been jogged.
It’s not even the season premier of the Prime Time’s most anticipated show of the year, although it’s been called a “must see” by its
publicists.
In fact, it’s quite another thing altogether.
This Thursday is the seventh anniversary of the September 11 terrorist attacks, and, in case you can’t remember the horrific events of
that day all by yourself, the Xavier College Republicans have set up a
reminder on the greenspace.
For the seventh straight year, College Republicans have wholly inhabited Xavier’s remembrance of the victims of those attacks, presumably because the rest of campus isn’t patriotic enough, or too forgetful
of an event that changed the world as we know it, to take up the initiative on their own.
They even made the curious decision to send a press release (to
members of the media) that says, “The media seems to have forgotten
about the tragic events of September 11th.”
It’s not that the media has forgotten.
It’s just that it can’t impartially cover such a spectacle when College
Republicans leech onto it like their favorite holiday.
On the Web: www.xavier.edu/newswire
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LETTERS

Thanks for making club day successful

As the year begins and schedules fill up, Student Government
wants to thank you for taking the
time to come out and make Club
Day on the Mall such a successful
event.
This year over 140 organizations participated, making it one
of the largest Club Days in the
history of SGA. We hope clubs

were able to recruit promising
new members for the 2008-‘09
school year, and that each of you
were able to find new ways to get
involved.
It is a firm belief of Student
Government that involvement
on our campus is beneficial to
both the individual and the Xavier
community as a whole. We hope

Club Day on the Mall is only the
beginning of what is sure to be
a promising and successful year.
Once again, thank you for your
participation!
All the Best,
Carter Johnson, ‘10
Legislative Vice President
Student Government Association

GUEST COLUMN | by SHANNON LLOYD

Finding the true meaning of “conscience”
The word “conscience” never
struck any special chord with me.
I’ve always had more of an academic understanding of the word,
but I never really thought about
what it means to me. It is a word
that I rarely use and furthermore
do not recall any significant occasions where I have used it in a
profound way. The few times I do
recall using it were in a scientific
or psychological context. This is
rather strange for me, being an
English major and all, because science is not my forté. The investigation that I undertook made me
think of this word in a way that is
not especially new, but definitely
unfamiliar to my perspective.
After asking others what “conscience” means to them, I grouped
their responses into several categories to determine a public consensus. A few individuals refer to
“conscience” as a moral compass,
something that helps us determine
what is right and what is wrong.
This may be useful on one hand,
but on the other, this definition
does not suggest any way for us
to control what decisions we do
make.
If our conscience is our moral
guide, then what is it that steers us
towards one set of decisions or
another?

Another response was that
“conscience is an awareness of
things.” I was intrigued by this
answer, and the notion of an almost superhuman sixth sense or
intuition. Then I realized that this
answer does not necessarily provide any real regulation for decision making either. One person
said that conscience is a moral
code used to justify our decisions.
This seemed to get more at what
I was looking for, implying a set
of natural laws that all humans are
bound to. Then again, this person
sees conscience as something that
emerges in the afterthought of a
decision, not kicking in until after
the damage has been done.
One gentleman declared that
conscience is “a calculated decision to do good or bad things,”
which he illustrated with a humorous example explaining the
consequences of making certain
decisions: “I make a dumb decision, my mom slaps me upside
the head, and then I realize, hmm,
that was stupid.” In this case conscience spawns out of classical
conditioning, in which the kinds
of decisions we make are dictated
by our experiences. The final response I got was from a friend
who called his conscience “the
little voice in my head telling me

what to do.” At first I chuckled,
knowing that my friend likes to
make jokes and also at the absurdity that comes from taking claims
like this literally. However, one can
understand how profound this is:
suppose conscience is a “voice”
that dictates our decisions.
Or perhaps this voice is a separate entity from us, an immaterial
being that has a kind of symbiotic
relationship with us and is only
concerned for our well-being?
I still have yet to settle on my
own solid definition of this peculiar term, but these responses have
certainly given me something else
to think about for now. It is a bit
odd feeling that I am one of the apparent few who have not thought
about this term on various levels
before. But, based on the results
of this survey I conducted, there
are a number of people out there
that do have a clear understanding of what conscience means to
them, and that is quite reassuring.

Shannon Lloyd is a senior English
major. This essay was an assignment in
New Testament Ethics class (THEO
272), asking for students’ definition
of “conscience.” He was also employed
at the Newswire for part of the
2007-08 academic year.
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Us + them = WE

—MALL TALK—
with Katherine Monasterio

“After seeing the clubs at Club Day, what club are you going to start?”

Josh Meadows

Jake Potticary

Class of ‘10

“I would revamp
M.O.R.E., maybe
so it would have
a meeting once a
month.”

Omar Abdul Ali

Class of ‘12

“I’m gonna start
a club for the
[Brockman] Pit.
It’s hands down
the best floor.”

Class of ‘12

“I’m already starting an Invisible
Children club.
We’ll be funding
a high school in
Uganda.”

Bryant Schaeffer

Class of ‘09

“SSAPT - the
Society for
Students Against
Parking Tickets.”

Saura Henry

Justin Cobb

“Ernest E. Just
should be an official club, not just
a society. It should
be more pro-active, too.”

“I’d start a fashion
club, and show off
creative expressions through your
clothing.”

Class of ‘10

Jessica Drapac

Class of ‘11

“I would start
a German club.
We could all
have fun at the
Hofbrauhaus!”

Class of ‘12

photos by Katherine Monasterio

Ray O’Brien

Class of ‘08

“The Service Fellow
Appreciation
Society.”

Ain’t so Common(s)
By Brandon McClain
Editorial Columnist

I love being back, plain and
simple. I know most of you agree
with me, but I have a very selfish
reason: I’m a junior (holy crap) and
I live in the freakin’ Commons.
Yep, I live the high life in the
building right across from Campus
Police and it is amazing. I have my
own bedroom, a nicely sized common area and a fully functional
kitchen. To make things even better, there are two bathrooms for
four people, thus, no more sharing a community bathroom where
people do every unholy thing in
the showers. Nor do I have to
bother with suite-style rooms
where I struggle with three other
people for bathroom rights.
I don’t have to go to the caf,
but I still do occasionally because
it’s convenient when I’m in a rush

or when I’m jonesing for some
brunch on the weekends. Being
able to make a sandwich or a pot
of noodles without having to
leave the room is the best feeling
ever. God knows that I’m usually
too lazy to do a whole lot to get
something to eat, but when it’s so
easy and convenient, I cannot say
no.
Let’s also not forget the best
part about the Commons: parking is ridiculously awesome. The
Commons lot is a decent size and
is much closer to the building than,
say, R1 or R2. Even if I can’t find
a spot in the Commons lot, I can
park in C2 which is a HUGE upgrade from R2. No more walking
past the scary white van in the far
back of R2. No more long walks
down the hill then back up the
other hill to get to my room. It’s a
stone’s throw away and I love it.
I will say that there is one draw-

back to living in the Commons,
but it’s nothing major: Everyone
has their door closed all the
time—everyone except my room.
It just feels so anti-social and secluded, almost as if nobody wants
to be bothered. I beg you, fellow
Commons residents, keep your
doors open or stop by my room
and see how we do it; there might
even be free food for you (banana
pudding).
Basically, the Commons is
sweet and it would be a shame if
it didn’t last through the campus
expansion. Hopefully, the rumors
that it wont be on campus for
much longer aren’t true. If they
are, I just hope that construction
will actually start on a building that
is equally awesome if not more
awesome than the Commons.
Of course, they’re more than a
little behind and I’ll probably be
screwed out of housing next year.

So It Goes by Matt Kroeger

By Darren LaCour
Opinions & Editorials Editor
This past weekend was quite an
eventful one, wasn’t it?
There were plenty of enjoyable
parties around Xavier’s campus—
opportunities for every Xavier
student to unwind and attempt to
make good decisions while his or
her decision-making capacity was
impaired. O, college, how we love
thee and all your senseless games.
In fact, this weekend was so
action-packed that on at least two
separate occasions, Norwood police decided that there was too
much action, and so they came to
rain on our parades.
I’ll have you know that on
one of these instances, those apprehended by the authorities
were people about whom I care
deeply and so I was a little miffed.
Arresting people because the party was loud? Give me a break.
Now, I could provide a typical
college student reaction, cranking up a certain N.W.A. song and
claiming that, because we’re in
college, the authorities should understand that we’re going to drink
and go crazy.
Alternatively, I could point
out that our Norwood houses are
smack-dab in the middle of a residential neighborhood, complete
with working families, children
and the elderly. As such, we as
students need to be respectful of
those people who probably don’t
want to be up past midnight on
Thursday because their neighbors
are so excited the weekend is almost here.
I’ll even admit that there have
been times where I’ve gotten frustrated with a group of fellow students, most likely business majors,
who, since they never have to do
any homework, think that drunkenly hollering at 2 a.m. is the best
way to spend their Wednesday
night. So it wouldn’t surprise me
that the local residents, who have
been putting up with college students’ antics year after year, would
also be perturbed and irritated.
Though both of these positions have some validity (and the
latter much more than the former), I don’t think that’s the real
issue here.
The problem is the “us” and
“them” attitude that defines the
relationship between students and
local residents.
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Yes, students, we have to be absolutely respectful of our neighbors. Quit throwing your empty
cans/bottles/cups on lawns and
puking/peeing in your neighbors’
bushes. Shut your windows if you
have to throw a party to celebrate
your first sober Tuesday in your
four years at college. Try as hard
as you can to keep your voices
down while you’re staggering in
your wing’s procession to attempt
entry to a house party.
But when an officer at the police station quips something to the
effect of, “We have better things
to do, but this is what the locals
want,” I think it’s safe to say that
we have bigger issues at hand.
So what can we do?
Well, we could stop throwing
parties. This idea, however, is foolish and should not even remotely
be considered.
The real solution would be to
truly become a part of the community in which we live. Make
sure you’ve introduced yourself
to your neighbors. Join in a porch
conversation, or get to know
someone you pass while taking a
stroll through the streets. Pick up
trash around your neighborhood,
even if you didn’t put it there.
It’s so easy for us to paint the
permanent residents of Norwood
as bad guys who hate college students—just like it’s easy for them
to paint us as irresponsible partiers—as long as we don’t know
any of them personally.
But once we realize that those
groups are made up of individuals who don’t fit our stereotypes,
we can understand one another
better.
So go over to your neighbor’s
house and introduce yourself.
Give them your phone numbers,
and tell them to call you before the
cops if they ever feel that there’s a
problem.
I’m not telling you to make
friends with your neighbors so that
you can avoid trouble. You should
make friends with your neighbors
because Norwood shouldn’t be a
silent war between students and
residents. That’s a war that only
galvanizes the opposing sides in a
struggle no one’s going to win.
Call it “us” and “them,” but
WE still live here together. Which
is why today, I’m going to introduce myself to my neighbor and
make sure he knows that his porch
light is on all day every day.
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New guidelines for
X-treme Fans

One of the most popular clubs
on campus, X-treme Fans, has
implemented a new point-and-reward system for this year.
There are four basic ways for
someone to earn points. First, attendance at any game or match
will be worth one point, women’s
basketball games will be worth
two points.
Second, attendance at a specifically designated X-treme game
will earn a person two points.
Third, one point can be earned by
particpating in an X-Treme special
event such as the Fall BBQ or a
pre-game party.
Finally, points can be earned by
volunteering for concessions (two
points) or for the Bengals game
(three points).
The points will be monitored
and can be cashed in for prizes.
Five points will earn you the XTreme Fans t-shirt. Fifteen will be
worth an X-Treme Fans lanyard.
The first 50 people to 40 points
will recieve a $20 bookstore gift
card, and everyone who attains
that level will earn a Sean Miller
autographed basketball program.
The first 10 people to 80 points
will get a $50 bookstore gift card,
and everyone will be entered to a
raffle for a Nintendo Wii.

Men’s soccer falls to
ranked opponent

photo courtesy of GoXavier.com

Sophomore Andy Dimbi.

Xavier midfielder Andy Dimbi
scored just nine minutes into the
match against No. 13 Virginia
Tech but couldn’t hold on late as
they fell 2-1 on Sunday evening.
In what was the third game
of a long five game road trip,
and a game against one of the
best teams in the country, the
Musketeers looked solid throughout the match.
Despite starting strong with
two exhibition wins, Xavier falls
to 0-3 on the season with the
setback.
The Musketeers are now headed to DeKalb, Ill. to battle in two
games in the Northern Illinois’
tournament.
Xavier plays the host Huskies
first on Friday at 6 p.m. and
then round out the long stretch
of road games when they play
Northwestern on Sunday at 1
p.m.

Sports
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Xavier runner shines in host tournament

Kauffman’s win leads men to second place finish; women take third
By tyler grote

noise at last weekend’s meet.
Senior Becky Clark provided
Xavier with a fourth place overall
finish, while sophomore Caitlin
Thomas also contributed a tenth
place.
Leading the XU women freshmen was Caylin Howell with a
12th place finish.
The Xavier men’s team finished
with an overall second-place finish
for the meet, besting Northern
Kentucky University, the No. 17
team in division two.
The women held off Kenyon
College to solidify third place.
Head coach Steve Nester says
he’s happy with the finishes, considering that key runners were
being rested for the upcoming
Charlotte Invitational, the site of
the A-10 Championship.
One of the key players resting was sophomore standout
Christina Schneider, who shattered the 10,000-meter schoolrecord last year during the A-10
Championship at the University
of Massachusetts.
Next up for the Musketeers
is the Charlotte Invitational this
Saturday Sept. 13, followed by the
National Catholic Championship
on September 19. The National
Catholic Championship will be
held at Notre Dame.

Staff Writer
If you don’t know Tommy
Kauffmann, you should now.
The
sophomore
from
Mariemont, Ohio provided the
Xavier cross country team with
one of its best performances yet
as he finished first out of 109 runners at this past weekend’s Queen
City Invitational.
He concluded with a personal-best time of 15:37 on the 5K
course.
The Queen City Invitational
is an event co-hosted by the
University of Cincinnati, Northern
Kentucky University and Xavier
University.
Other teams that competed last
weekend included the University
of the Cumberlands, Georgetown
(KY), the University of Evansville,
Kentucky State, Mt. St. Josephs,
Transylvania and Wright State.
The actual site of the race
was Jolly Park in Alexandria,
Kentucky.
Kauffman’s
performance
earned him the Atlantic 10
Performer of the Week for cross
country.
This is the second straight
year a Xavier runner has earned
the award at the Queen City
Invitational, following 2008 grad-

uate Ben Milroy, who earned the
honor last season.
Senior Luke Beuerlein finished
behind Kauffmann in fourth
place, followed by teammate senior Clint Womack, who finished
eleventh.
The freshmen were led by

Women’s basketball
among nation’s elite

Women’s soccer drops home opener

Staff report
The Xavier University women’s
basketball team has been ranked
No. 21 in the country in Athlon
Magazine’s pre-season poll.
Xavier will return all five starters from last year’s team that defended the Atlantic 10 title and
appeared in the NCAA tournamnet for the second year in a row.
Expectations for the women’s
team are higher than they have
been since the 2000-01, when
the team was defending the A-10
championship, had appeared in
two straight NCAA tournaments
and was returning four starters.
Last year’s top eight scorers
are returning for the coming season, including two time A-10 First
Team selection Amber Harris and
Atlantic 10 Rookie of the Year
and second team selection Ta’Shia
Phillips.
The Musketeers are also bolstered by the addition of Dee Dee
Jernigan, a point guard that played
on Rutger’s 2007 National runnerup squad.
Xavier will open the season on Nov. 14 at Cintas Center
against Robert Morris for the first
round of the Women’s National
Invitational Tournament (WNIT).
The WNIT offers Xavier an
early test, as the field also features No. 7 Oklahoma and No. 12
North Carolina (rankings according to Athlon.com).
Aside from the select company
of the WNIT, Xavier is also slated
to travel to play No. 9 Arizona
State, as well as hosting No. 10
Louisville and No. 23 Michigan
State in their non-conference
schedule.

Newswire photo by Dani Meiners

Sophomore “Hollywood” Tommy Kauffman crossed the finish line first at
the Queen City Invitational to lead the Musketeers to a second place finish.

Keith Albrekston, who finished
17th, followed by junior Drew
Kaiser (23rd) and sophomores
Ben Nathan (24th) and Matthew
Riley, who attributed his personal
best, as the seventh Xavier runner
to finish.
The women also made some

Newswire photo by Dani Meiners

Junior midfielder Loren Marshall (above) and her teammates fell victim to a second-half onslaught in a 6-1 defeat
at the hands of the University of Loyola (Chicago).

By Ken Burton

Staff Writer
It was supposed to be their
night.
The Xavier women’s soccer
team was playing in front of a
home crowd against a team with
a losing record for the first time
this season.
After losing their first two
games on the road at the hands
of two worthy opponents, the
Musketeers looked to rebound
against the Ramblers of University
of Loyola (Chicago).
Xavier was primed for victory and hungry for that elusive
first win. Unfortunately, someone forgot to mention that to
Loyola (Chicago) forward Cynthia
Morote-Ariza.

Early on in the match, it looked
as though the Musketeers had
righted the ship and would find
the win column.
The Ramblers started the scoring with an early first half goal by
forward Casey Berrier at 16:40 of
the first half off an assisted corner kick by Morote-Ariza.
The goal was quickly answered
by Xavier sophomore Kaitlyn
McGoldrick however, scoring 31
minutes in, tying the score at one
heading into the half.
The first half was a closely
contested battle with Loyola outshooting Xavier 8-7.
The second half was a different story.
An energized Loyola team
showed up after the intermis-

sion, scoring early (in the second
and third minutes) and often (five
goals) in the second half.
Morote-Ariza stole the show
for the Ramblers with a flurry of
offensive attacks and in doing so,
the junior also broke Loyola career records in goals (28) and assists (22) with her two goals and
three assists.
The Ramblers beat the struggling Xavier defense for those five
goals on just six shots in an efficient goal scoring barrage.
The loss dropped XU to 0-3,
while LU raised its record to 2-3.
Xavier will need to overcome
some of the struggles they displayed on Friday in time for a
crosstown matchup next Friday
Sept. 12 at 5:30 p.m.

Sports
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Xavier drops two games at Georgia tournament; upset in home opener
By Scott Mueller

Asst. Sports Editor
Coming off a dominating
performance at the Ohio State
Sports Imports Classic, the Xavier
University volleyball team looked
to continue the momentum at
the Georgia Tech Regency Suites
Classic this past weekend.
On Friday, Sept. 5, the
Musketeers polished off Georgia
State, winning the match 3-0.
Xavier came out of the gate firing on all cylinders creating an 8-2
lead and forcing Georgia State to
take an early time out.
After the time out, Xavier did
not let up, increasing their lead to
16-4.
Xavier never lost more than
two points in a row in the first set,
winning 25-12.
The second set was much more
contested with 11 ties and six lead
changes.
After trading points to begin
the set, Xavier took a 10-7 lead,
again forcing Georgia State to
take a timeout.
This time the Panthers responded to the timeout, and turned the
three point deficit into a 14-13
lead before more point trading resulted in a tie at 19 points apiece.
After falling behind 21-23,
Xavier upped the intensity and
rallied to take the next four points
and the set 25-23. A kill from
freshman Michelle Matia was the
deciding blow for the Muskies.
In the third set Xavier looked
to reassert some dominance. After
falling behind 3-4, Xavier went on
a 4-0 run and never looked back
from there.
The largest lead of the set came
for Xavier at 17-10, and they appeared well on the way to sweeping the match.
However, a late charge from
Georgia State (a 3-0 run to cut the
lead to 24-20) forced Xavier to
call a timeout. After the timeout,
Xavier put away Georgia State, 2522, and took the match 3-0.
With the win, Xavier improved

Newswire photo by Dani Mieners

Junior Hillary Otte (No. 4, center) and the rest of the Xavier Volleyball team went 1-1 in a weekend trip to the Georgia
Tech Regency Suites Classic, and returned home for a disppointing loss to Western Kentucky.

to 4-0, and Georgia State dropped
to 0-4, having won only one set all
season.
On Saturday, Xavier squared
off against host Georgia Tech,
who were 4-0 going into the
match. The first set was closely
contested, featuring 14 ties.
Although the Yellow Jackets
led for most of the set, they never
held a lead larger than three in the
back and forth battle.
After taking the early lead 5-4
Xavier would never lead again in
the first set, yet rallied to tie the
score numerous times, including
at nine, 12, 17 and 24.
However the Muskies could
not get over the hump to take the
lead, resulting in the loss of the
first set 26-24.
In the second set, the
Musketeers were much less competitive. With the score tied at
eight, Georgia Tech went on a 51 run to take the lead 13-9. They
increased their lead to 17-11, and
never lead by less than five, for the
remainder of the set.

Georgia Tech went on to win
25-19 and take a dominating 2-0
lead in the match.
Down 4-3 in the third set, senior Megan Hellmann led the
Musketeers on a 5-0 run with two
aces.
However, the lead was squandered when Georgia Tech came
back to tie the score at 14 soon
after.
After trading points, Xavier
held a small lead at 24-23, but
three straight points gave Georgia
Tech the set 26-24, and the match
3-0.
After opening the season
with two out of town events, the
Musketeers finally got the chance
to play in front of the Xavier
fans. The home opener at Cintas
Center against Western Kentucky
University was not what they had
in mind, however.
After falling behind 7-10 in the
opening set Xavier took a timeout to regroup. It seemed to work,
as they fought back to tie the
score at 12. Almost all of the next

points were hard, long fought volleys. After numerous ties and leadchanges the score was still tied at
19. However, the Lady Toppers
went on a 6-3 run to close out the
set 25-22.
In the second set, Xavier again
trailed early on, losing 5-9. And
once again the Musketeers fought
back into the set, and take the lead
11-10. Behind an 8-2 run and great

serving from senior Kelly Ruth,
Xavier would take a commanding
16-11 lead.
A late rally by WKU made the
score 24-23, but Xavier would
hold on to win the set 25-23, and
even the match at one set a piece.
The third set was a set of runs.
With the Musketeers down 5-6,
Western Kentucky went on a 3-0
run only to have Xavier respond
with a 3-0 run of their own. The
Lady Toppers would respond last
however, and follow with a 6-0
run.
After a 12-4 run from WKU, in
which the played outstanding defenese, Xavier trailed 22-12. But
with the score 16-24 Xavier would
reel off a 6-0 to make the match
close.
They fell short and lost the
third set 25-22.
The fourth and final set was
closely contested. After falling behind 4-8, a huge kill from junior
Hillary Otte sparked Xavier to a
4-0 to tie the score at 8.
With the score tied at 13,
WKU went on a 3-0 and took the
lead for good. Western Kentucky
ended the game on a 12-5 run to
finsh out the set 25-18, and the
match 3-1.
Xavier will play again on Friday
Sept. 12 when they take on Drake
University in the Iowa State
Tournament.

Netters by the Numbers
The Xavier volleyball team has compiled a 4-1 record this
season while capturing the Ohio State Sports Imports Classic, and two subsequent victories. Here are some stats from
the streak:
Name

Kills

Digs

Aces

Assists

Blocks

Pts./gm.

Hillary Otte

84

44

0

15

12

15.0

Kelly Ruth

61

63

7

5

10

12.3

Megan Hellman 0

57

8

4

0

1.3

Jen Welsh

5

9

7

68

2

2.2

Claire Paskiewicz

10

34

2

161

3

2.3

Many big league pitchers turn to unusual sources for their bats
By Doug Tifft

Sports Editor
The bat rack inside of a major
league clubhouse is full of lumber
bearing the names of the biggest
names in the sport of baseball.
A simple glance inside of
the defending National League
Champion Colorado Rockies batrack will reveal names that roll
off the tongue of the modern
day sports fan: Todd Helton, Matt
Holliday, Troy Tulowitzki... Vinny
Castilla?
Castilla, the two time All-Star
third baseman of the Rockies that
retired following the 2006 season,
lives on in the bat rack of the
2008 Rockies as one of many former major league players whose
bats continue to be used by active
pitchers.
Since pitchers are only required to bat in National League
stadiums, most American League
pitchers do not give much thought

to the idea of acquiring a bat until they are forced to hit in an
interleague game, or traded to a
National League team.
“All of the pitchers have a bat,
and if they did not have a bat
then we just grab one for them. I
would just grab whatever, and say
‘If you don’t like it, then there is a
bunch right there. Just grab one,’”
Rockies director of clubhouse operations Keith Schulz said.
It was in such an instance that
Schulz rustled up the Castilla bat
for lefthander Jorge De La Rosa
after De La Rosa was acquired
from the Kansas City Royals organization on May 27.
“We’ve got all kinds of bats
that are just left over after players
leave. They might be players from
spring training, guys in the minor
leagues that we hold on to in case
they are called up,” Schulz said.
Milwaukee Brewers lefthander
C.C. Sabathia experienced both
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C. C. Sabathia had to locate a bat earlier this year and turned to his old
friend Adam Dunn for his current piece of lumber.

instances this season, borrowing
a bat from then-Reds left fielder Adam Dunn when Sabathia
needed something to swing during pitchers’ batting practice at
Cincinnati’s Great American
Ballpark (a National League sta-

dium) in mid-May, and ordering a
batch of the 35 oz. 33 inch Model
356 bats that Dunn used after he
was dealt to Milwaukee on July 8.
“Adam and I are friends, have
been for a long time. So I told him
that I needed some bats, he sent

some over and I chose a model,”
Sabathia said. “It worked out pretty well, I hit a homer with it [on
June 21 against the Dodgers].”
Sabathia and De La Rosa’s bat
back-stories are just two of the
many tales behind the lumber in
the hands of the men typically
at the bottom of the order in
National League lineups. Not to
mention, since the pitchers do not
get more than a handful of at-bats
per week, and do not take as violent a swing as do normal batters,
their bats tend to last longer, allowing for unusual longevity of a
bat like the one that De La Rosa
uses.
The story behind the bats of
major league pitchers parallels
the often comical attempts that
the hurlers make at utilizing the
lumber. It also has resulted in the
rebirth of the name of some long
past ballplayers, if only as far as
the dugout bat rack.
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Fox favorites return with “Fringe”

Live Wires

Staff Writer

All that Remains/
Trivium

BY Felipe
Garcia-Wasnich

“Terminator:
The
Sarah
Connor Chronicles”
This television series based
on Governor Schwarzenegger’s
blockbuster films had its season
premiere Monday, Sept. 7 at 8
p.m.
The show follows the life
of now sixteen-year-old John
Conner, played by Thomas
Dekker, who is destined to be
the leader of the human resistance against extermination at
the hands of machines.
Connor, his mother Sarah
(Lena Headey) and their mechanical guardian angel, Cameron,
played by actress Summer Glau,
face fresh new challenges in the
show’s second season, including more interactions with shape
shifting Terminator Catherine
Weaver
(Shirley
Manson).
“Fringe”
The newest show from acclaimed “Lost” producer J. J.
Abrams has also drawn much
hype this season. “Fringe” purports to be a science fiction spectacle which stars John Noble,
Anna Torv and Joshua Jackson.
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Mark Valley and Anna Torv star in producer J.J. Abrams’ latest venture, “Fringe.”
Will it be as successful as “Lost,” or merely just as confusing?

Brady, he’s back winning the
hearts of the family-friendly
middle class as the host of a
gameshow where contestants
must remember the lyrics to
popular tunes. The premiere
airs Friday, Sept. 12 at 9 p.m.
“’Til Death”
Known as the gigantic unhappy brother on “Everyone
Loves Raymond,” Brad Garrett
returns for the second season
of his own sitcom. The comedy
ponders the different stages of
marriage relationships.
“’Til Death” also stars
Joey Fisher as Garrett’s wife.
Eddie Kaye Thomas makes
a hilarious return as Garrett’s
young and nerdy boss, as well
as the next door neighbor.
“Do Not Disturb”
Fox’s other sitcom, “Do Not
Disturb” features the antics that
go on among one very quirky
hotel staff. Jerry O’Connell
and Niecy Nash (“Reno
911” and “Clean House”)
star.
The show premieres
Wednesday, Sept. 10 at 9:30 p.m.
“The Simpsons”/ “Family
Guy”
These classic comedies are
back again with premieres on
Sunday, Sept. 28 at 8 and 9 p.m.
respectively.

(week of Sept. 7)

7:30 p.m., 9/13, Bogart’s, $20

Dan Hicks & the Hot
Licks
8:00 p.m., 9/11, Southgate
House, $20

Tift Merritt

8:00 p.m., 9/12, Southgate
House, $18

Ellison

9:00 p.m., 9/12, Madison
Theater, $5

Though the show will focus
on the cases of a particular section of the FBI specializing in
obscure and unusual incidents,
it will also deal with the bonds
between co-workers and family
members. The show’s premiere
aired Tuesday, Sept. 8 at 8 p.m.
“House”
The perpetually sarcastic
and bitter Dr. Gregory House,
played to perfection by Hugh
Laurie, returns with an Emmy
on the shelf and shocking new
medical puzzles ahead.

Dr. House, a modern day
Sherlock Holmes with an M.D.,
struggles through another season
of stumping cases and drug addiction as the season begins on
Sept. 16 at 9 p.m.
This year House’s best friend,
Dr. James Wilson (Robert Sean
Leonard) will struggle with
the death of his girlfriend.
“Don’t Forget The Lyrics”
Though his hilarious guestappearance in “The Chapelle
Show” showed the American
people a new side of Wayne

not the violent nature of the crime
itself, but the idea that a murder
of this kind could occur in a normal upper-middle-class home.
The murder unsettled many by
calling into question what happened behind closed doors in
even the most respectable families. The invasion and investigation into the sanctity and privacy
of the Victorian home by detective Whicher outraged many during a period when the separation
between what was public and
what was private was still being
debated.
Whicher’s accusations as to
who had committed the murder
drew heated criticism from many
in the press as well individual citizens and eventually led to his ruin
as a detective. The English public
were obsessed with discovering
the perpetrator and numerous letters from ordinary citizens were
sent to Whicher claiming they had
solved the case from afar. Were
Whicher’s suspicions correct or
was he merely a bumbling detective like Inspector Gadget? Never
fear dear reader, I will not give
away the ending; you must read
the book to find out.
Summerscale posits the Road
Hill House murder was a pivotal
case in molding the role of the
police force in solving crime, but
also shows how detectives and
mysteries are perceived by the
public and in our fiction. The
novel links the case to detective
stories such as Edgar Allen Poe’s
short story, “Murders in the Rue
Morgue” and Charles Dickens’
unfinished novel, “The Mystery

Author Kate Summerscale, next to the UK cover of her book “The Suspicions of Mr. Whicher,” which won the Samuel
Johnson Prize for Non-fiction in 2008.

New Releases
Natalie
Cole,
Still
Unforgettable: Rhino Records
Gym Class Heroes, The Quilt:
Atlantic
New Kids on the Block, The
Block: Interscope Records

Suspicions, specters raised within
an award-winning true crime novel
BY Stephanie Metz
Arts & Entertainment Editor

In a culture fascinated by
the dazzling forensic science
of fictional shows like “CSI,”
Kate Summerscale’s book “The
Suspicions of Mr. Whicher: a
Shocking Murder and the Undoing
of a Great Victorian Detective”
explores the shadowy figures of
both detectives and criminals who
interact at the locus of crime.
The story of the Road Hill
House murder took the public
and press of Victorian England
by storm and, for American readers, may conjure up images of the
media attention given to the O.J.
Simpson trial or the puzzling Jon
Benet Ramsey case.
Summerscale addresses society’s long-held macabre fascination with horrific crimes, their
perpetrators and those elected to
uphold justice.
“The Suspicions of Mr.
Whicher” hearkens back to the
origins of detective stories and
England’s first use of an actual detective police force to search out
criminals and unravel mysteries of
the most nefarious kind.
Mr. Whicher, the eponymous
detective of the case, is summoned
by England’s Home Secretary to
solve the case of the Road Hill
House murder, one of the most
gruesome and horrifying crimes
of the Victorian age.
A three-year-old boy was brutally killed on June 30, 1860, on
the grounds of his own home.
Interestingly enough, what most
shocked the public at the time was
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of Edwin Drood.”
The first few chapters of “The
Suspicions of Mr. Whicher”
unfold in the style of a typical
English country house mystery
with suspects and possible weapons galore.
Although the book works as a
standard whodunit in many ways,
Summerscale skillfully inserts
commentaries on the historical
and cultural relevance of the case
without allowing the story to become bogged down in academic
language. The history necessary
to the case is painted in broad
strokes that give the reader only
what he or she needs to appreciate the story.
While all the facts and details
of the story are true, portions of

the book read more like a novel
than a non-fiction book, which
makes the story accessible to a
wider audience.
Physical descriptions are provided for nearly all the characters
as in any other novel. However,
these descriptions are taken from
historical documents of the period, as are weather descriptions
scattered throughout the book to
set the tone.
Even more interesting than
these factual descriptions are the
psychological profiles outlined in
Whicher’s reports, and admirably
fleshed out by Summerscale.
The last 50 pages of the book
became somewhat tedious after
the murder had been solved. The
final chapters spent too much time

following up the rest of the characters’ lives in the decades following the murder. It appeared that
during her research, Summerscale
had found some of the characters
just as engrossing as the mystery
itself, even though readers may
not reciprocate that interest.
However, those who persevere to the end will be rewarded
in the book’s last pages with
Summerscale’s riveting treatment
of the killer’s psychology and the
role both detectives and mysteries
play in our society.
Overall, “The Suspicions of
Mr. Whicher” was an enjoyable
read, well-paced, interesting and
a must-read for mystery junkies
who enjoy solving riddles, be they
fact or fiction.
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Cincinnati discovers class in
historic Taft Museum of Art
BY Emily Hoferer
Managing Editor

I’ll be the first to admit that
I am not an art aficionado. I do
not know as much as I would like
about art, so going to the Taft
Museum of Art was a little intimidating, but I had such a lovely time
that I would put it on a must-see
list for anyone living in Cincinnati
or the surrounding area.
The Taft is unique in that its
museum is located in an old house
with a modern addition and is nestled in downtown Cincinnati. The
building stands out among other
modern office buildings. One of
the perks about visiting the Taft
Museum is that parking is free, a
true blessing downtown.
The house itself is also a true
work of art. It was built in 1820
and owned by a couple of rich
entrepreneurs until the Taft family
moved in and began collecting art.
The Tafts are relatives of William
Howard Taft, who served as the
27th president of the United
States as well as the country’s 10th
Chief Justice.
The rooms of the Taft house
are beautifully furnished to make
it feel less like a boring, stiff museum and more like a comfortable,
unique artistic experience.
Displayed on the walls of various rooms is the permanent Taft
collection. Although it does not
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“Office” Marathon

Don’t want to wind up at
Dunder Mifflin? At 5 p.m. on
Monday, Sept. 15, begin your
Career Fair Prep Week with four
back-to-back episodes of “The
Office” brought to you by the
Career Services Center. This
free event kicks off in the GSC
Theatre and will feature prizes as
well as valuable information about
the upcoming Fall Career Fair.

GSC Movie
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The exterior of Cincinnati’s Taft Museum, built in 1820 and maintained along with the works of art housed inside. Former
president William Howard Taft’s relatives founded the museum and collected much of the art within.

host extremely famous paintings,
it holds works from famous artists such as Goya, Rembrandt and
Whistler.
Currently, the Taft is displaying
a collection of landscape paintings from the Uffizi Gallery in
Florence, Italy. The exhibit showcases how the landscape was developed between the 1500s and
the 1800s.
While this was interesting, the
true gems of the collection are
the permanent paintings, as well
as many other small objects such
as watches, sculptures and vases
housed within the Taft.

The museum also boasts the
merits of its Lindner Family Cafe.
After going through the exhibit
all morning, the cafe’s light, fresh
lunch was surprisingly delicious.
“Views from the Uffizi,
Painting the Italian Landscape”
will be on display at the Taft until
Oct. 13.
During the holiday season, the
museum will feature a more traditional exhibit of historic decorations for an “Antique Christmas
at the Taft Museum of Art,” from
Nov. 21 to Jan. 4.
Beginning in the new year, film
lovers can ogle the costumes from

various period pictures including costumes from “Titanic” and
“Indiana Jones and the Temple
of Doom” during the exhibition “Fashion in Film: Period
Costumes for the Screen,” from
Jan. 30 to April 26.
If you are dying to visit the Taft,
I recommend going as a group
with a docent, or tour guide. Their
vast knowledge and friendliness
can make a visitor’s experience at
the Taft all the more personal and
enjoyable. The Taft Museum is
not only a great art museum, but
a historic landmark for the city of
Cincinnati.

At 11 p.m. on Thursday, Sept.
11, and Friday, Sept. 12, catch
“Indiana Jones and the Kingdom
of the Crystal Skull” in the GSC
Theatre. On Saturday, Sept. 13,
come out after dark to catch this
flick on a giant screen on the
greenspace. This event is free to
all students with an All Card and
sponsored by SAC and the GSC.

Stomp the Yard

At 8 p.m. on Tuesday, Sept.
16, the W.E.B. DuBois Academy
Step Team will be performing in
the GSC Theater. Following the
performance, the team will teach
some basic steps to the audience.
Come out and enjoy this energetic
art form brought to you by SAC.

‘Brideshead Revisited’ not
worth visiting to begin with

BY Stephanie Metz
Arts & Entertainment Editor

A trip to see “Brideshead
Revisited” may prove to be a
nightmare vacation. Despite the
movie’s critical success it ultimately does not resonate with audiences the way such a technically
brilliant film should.
Based on the 1945 novel of
the same name by British writer
Evelyn Waugh, the movie depicts all the surface charm of
high society framed by the bleak
outlook of World War II. Charles
Ryder (Matthew Goode) goes to
a university and collides with the
wealthy and frivolous Sebastian
Flyte (Ben Whishaw) who absurdly carries an antique teddy bear for
the first half of the film.
Although warned to stay away
from Sebastian because of his homosexuality, he and Charles soon
become fast friends, each with
possible ulterior motives. As the
movie proceeds, Charles becomes
more and more entangled with
both Sebastian and his sister Julia
(Hayley Atwell) as he is pulled into
the affairs of the wealthy Flyte
family. They are staunchly British
and strictly Catholic, unlike most
families of their socioeconomic
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Matthew Goode, Hayley Atwell and Ben Whishaw as the bright young things of Europe at the Brideshead estate.

status. Charles falls in love several times throughout the film,
not least of all with the Flyte’s
lush country estate aptly named
Brideshead.
The film has everything going
for it technically, but fails to provide the genuine entertainment of
other costume dramas.
The screenplay was penned by
Jeremy Brock and Andrew Davies.
Davies also wrote the script for the
1995 miniseries version of “Pride

and Prejudice” as well “Bridget
Jones’ Diary” and “Bridget Jones:
The Edge of Reason.” However,
this film does not have the sparkle
of his other successes.
The film features a great cast
who admirably never put a foot
wrong with heavy material. From
the superb Academy-Award winner Emma Thompson to emerging British actors Matthew Goode,
Hayley Atwell and Ben Whishaw
who star as the film’s pivotal trio,

all turn in solid performances.
Michael Gambon, known for his
role as the second Dumbledore
in the ‘Harry Potter’ franchise,
plays the jovial sinner as Lord
Marchmain.
Thompson breathes life into
the potentially frigid and onedimensional Lady Marchmain,
while Whishaw is delightful as the
eccentric Sebastian Flyte. Atwell
is equal to the task of embodying the mystique and fashion

this period is known for, while
ultimately pushing her performance to a higher level than
mere physical beauty.
Just as pleasing as the actors are the delicious costumes,
encapsulating the high glamour
of the ‘bright young things’ of
European society in the decades
before World War II. Art deco
puts its best foot forward at all
times. The scenery and lighting
of the film are also breathtaking,
but ultimately the story weighs
down all the fun inherent in this
period.
With a heavy thematic focus
on religion, sexuality and numerous socioeconomic issues in
between, the movie seems more
earnest than melodramatic and
more murkily thought-provoking than enjoyable.
Once the movie’s early glamour gives way to angst and rigid
self-control, the joy and innocence of the characters’ early
interactions is lost. Try as the
filmmakers might, this loss cannot be equaled by the well-meaning integrity that follows. Maybe
that’s “Brideshead Revisited’s”
point, but it’s not much fun to
watch.
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Horoscopes: Xavier Edition
Aries

by Emily Hoferer and Andrew Chestnut

March 21-April 19

Taurus

Gemini

A string of fortunate events will kick off
when someone from the men’s basketball team says hi to you. The occurance
of many happy events will come to a halt
around Halloween when you realize that
beer pong really is a game of millimeters
and are forced to take off your clothes
after getting shut out by a team that
includes a freshman and someone who
throws underhanded.

Tempestuous Pluto will be a source of
agitation for you. Your roommate will
threaten to move out after you insult
their intelligence when they rearrange
your room so your bed blocks your door.
Subsequently, you will throw up into
your roommate’s backpack after a night
of vivacious partying. You will then call
it even and co-habitate together in
bliss.

Watch out for flying discs as you travel
across the greenspace. Befriend these
disc-throwing individuals at your own
personal risk. Under this year’s moon,
they will likely turn blue and invade the
Cintas Center around the beginning of
November.

Cancer

Leo

Virgo

April 20-May 20

May 21-June 21

June 22-July 22

July 23-August 22

August 23-September 22

You will attempt to reply “that’s what
she said” whenever possible and turn
into either a disgrace to your friends or
the life of the party.

You will consistently run into the one
person you never, ever want to see. You
will eventually tire of finding alternative
ways to get to class when you realize
that this person should have graduated, but for some reason they are still
on campus...not working, not taking
classes, just using the computers in the
library because they can’t afford internet access. You will feel vindicated.

An ongoing disagreement with roommates over “Who is better at Madden
‘09” will end in three months with both
contestants earning a total GPA of 3.3
and two lost scholarships.

Libra

September 23-October 23

Scorpio

October 24-November 21

Sagittarius

Beware of Resident Assistants this week,
as yours’ is likely to have become angry
and bitterly regretful of their decision to
be an RA this year after three weekends
of sitting in the dorms while all of their
friends have copious amounts of fun.
Stay quiet in your rooms, and be sure
not to make eye contact with them when
walking by (especially if they are a Leo).
Be cautious of their illusory smiles; they
seek to punish you for their pain.

The prediction in your Blue Gibbon
fortune cookie will come true, but it
will not happen “in bed.” The stars are
unclear as to whether this is be a good
thing or bad thing.

Saturn is out of whack this entire season. If you have dreams involving pink
slips of paper, do not park in any questionable areas. Also, avoid the men in
black on bicycles, especially if you decided to partake in drunken escapades
near any kind of foliage.

Capriocorn Aquarius
December 22-January 19

Your patience will be tested as you are
consistently harassed to register to
vote in Ohio. As much as you want to,
restrain yourself from hurting these
people and channel your negative
energy into something more productive,
like actually registering to vote (your
vote counts everywhere, even if it’s not
in Ohio).

January 20-February 18

The imminent opening of CiCi’s Pizza at
Surrey Square, your alarmingly frequent
patronage thereof, and the subsequent
15 pounds you gain will foil your attempts to achieve a B in philosophy by
flirting with the professor.

November 22-December 21

Pisces

February 19-March 20
Because Venus is in the third house,
avoid any type of running on a Saturday
night on your way home from a party
and/or Dana’s. While it will get you
where you are going faster, Norwood is
famous for tree roots and uneven sidewalks. And if you are going home with
someone, avoid the paparazzi-esque
traffic on Cleneay.

